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STUDENT ASSOCIATION MINUTES
September 9, 1969

The September 9, 1969 meeting of the SA Executive Council was held in the SA office at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was short to accommodate for the mixer for freshmen.

I. Old Business

Reports are to be written up on all projects completed.

Ride Service - Wayne - Went fine. However some were not met.

Bell Hop - Ferrell - Fine on Sat., however Sun. only 3 worked.

Information Booth - Jane - Not to much business; need more advertising and maybe some music to draw attention. It was appreciated by those who used it.

FOR PARENTS - Kay - Dean Lawyer said that it was well worth it! Bruce said to order flower for Mrs. Gamus for her help at the tea. Estimated attendance was about 50 couples.

Devos. - Phil - have been planned yet spontaneous. Have gone well.

Ride Board - Jerry - still working on it.

II. New Business

Registration line - Hattie - refreshments will be set up at 1:30 or whenever the council has finished registering.

Lily Pool Devos. - 9:30 Thursday night - Donnah should write letter to all faculty members urging them to attend. P.A. Equipment has not been found!!!

Watermelon Party - 8:30 Friday night - David Muncy was suggested to be talent coordinator - Bruce will call Hank McDaniel to be MC. Will pay 9¢ mile transportation one way. Bruce is in charge of getting materials for the party. Mr. Barnes will pick up melons from Safeway. Late permission will be needed for girls and frosh boys. A suggestion was made to sell the left over melons to the cafeteria.

Emerald Room - Mr. Tucker granted permission to redecorate - Donnah Bruce, Cathy, and Mrs. Barnes have been suggested to help. Mr. Tucker suggested that the committee go to the John Scowell Home Supply. MEX Rugs are the suggested addition, plus a new paint job.

Advertising - Diane Williamson has expressed interest in being Co-Chairman.

The Meeting was adjourned at 8:15.

Respectfully submitted,

Cathive Morris
SA Secretary